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The Sussex County Bowls Vice Patrons (formerly known as Vice Presidents) are split into four areas 
across the County.   Area One is in the East moving across and up the County, to Area Four in the West. 

The VP teams, comprise of a mixture of player from any of the clubs in the relevant Area.   Any member 
of a club in that Area, can pay their £2 joining fee and become a member of the Vice Patrons - for their 
Area.   A player is registered as a VP through the club that he pays his affiliation fee through. 

Prior to the start of the season, the VP Controller for each Area, arranges matches against any club 
within his own Area, that wished to play a fixture against the VP’s - and all players who register, are 
sent out availability forms so that they can indicate their available to play in any of these friendly 
matches.   Every effort is made to ensure that all player that makes themselves available are selected 
for - a fair proportion - of these friendly matches that they make themselves available for. 

In addition to matches against clubs in their own area, the four Areas also play both a League and a 
Cup Competition against the other Areas.   The League Competition comprises of both home and away 
fixtures so during a season there are up to four/five matches, where players may be required to travel 
a greater distance outside of their own Area. 

The VP’s do not have a ‘home’ venue there, so there is no reciprocal fixture, so it is accepted practice 
that the VP Controller - will make a donation to the host club to cover approximately ‘half of the costs’ 
of the match.   This amount paid ranges from £48 to £72 depending on the costs involved dependant 
on the number of rinks played and the cost the club may have to pay to the local council.   A sum is 
also included to cover part of the cost of any refreshments provided.  The donations therefore vary in 
an attempt to be fair to all clubs. 

Please encourage your member to join the VP’s it is great experience playing with players that you do 
not normally play with and against teams you might not normally play against.   Fixtures are 
predominately on a Friday, with some on a Monday. 

Any club within any Area that does not currently have a fixture arranged to play against the VP’s who 
wishes their controller to bring a team along to play against their club, should contact the relevant VP 
Controller.   Matches are Normally 4-6 rinks and although the Vice Patrons are a male team they 
sometimes play against teams that require to use lady members to make up the numbers and that is 
perfectly acceptable, as playing a mixed team, is what many clubs normally play. 

 


